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Real － time processing of image data of ultraviolet annular imager
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Abstract: For accurately calibrating Ultraviolet annular imager，aiding alignment exactly and measuring its struc-

ture，an image data processing system was developed by analyzing the optic structure and data characteristic of the

Ultraviolet annular imager． Effectively scheduling two threads reduced the bottle － neck of image data processing

system; a method of filling mask increased the performance of local area lightening; painting of overlay curve can

improve alignment precision; the function of picking up inside curve would heighten measuring efficiency． The cal-

ibration results show that the image data processing system can synchronously parse 3 bands data，checkout their

CRC errors，display images，draw overlay line，and draw cross － sectional curves and lighten local areas with those

techniques，when the data flow is up to 22． 5MB /s． The system works steadily in all those process and human －

computer interaction runs rapidly． No data package was lost in the calibration experiments． The overlay curves can

provide pixel level precision alignment． The system ensures measuring efficiency and it also provides exact data for

inversing space distribution and dynamic structure of air radiation in all directions．
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紫外环形成像仪图像数据的实时处理
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摘 要: 为了对紫外环形成像仪精确定标，并辅助其精密装调和结构检测，通过分析紫外环形成像仪的光

学结构和其图像数据的特点，设计并实现了紫外环形成像仪图像数据实时处理系统。通过双线程的有机

调度，有效降低了系统瓶颈; 采用掩码填充方式提高局部高亮显示的性能;使用绘制叠加线的方法提高装

调精度; 设计了剖线提取等关键功能提高定标效率。定标过程表明，应用这些方法该系统在 22． 5MB /s 满

负荷数据流条件下同时对 3 个波段进行数据解析、CRC 校验、图像显示、辅助线绘制和局部高亮显示等功

能，整个过程系统运行稳定，人机交互流畅，未发生丢包现象;辅助线可提供像素级的对准精度，保证了装

调精度和检测效率，为反演大气辐射多方位的空间分布及动态结构提供了准确的数据支持。
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0 Introduction

The ultraviolet annular imager adopts a fire － new de-

sign and can observe in all direction of the observed area．

The imager also can get the earth limb and nadir images of

atmosphere simultaneously on the near － earth orbit，and o-

vercome the drawback which the observed area is usually

zonal in limb and nadir observation mode． The images that

get by edge of detector of annular imager stand for the ul-

traviolet radiation in different altitude of earth limb direc-

tion，and the images that get by central of detector of annu-

lar imager stand for the ultraviolet radiation and earth

brightness of earth nadir direction． The figure of observa-

tion area shows as figure 1． For effectively detecting of at-

mospheric composition ( such as O3、NO2 ) ，central wave-

lengths of annular imager three wave bands are 260nm、

290nm and 360nm． We adopt refractive and reflecting op-

tical system making up of reflector and lens． That system

is mainly composed of two main parts． One part is coaxial

optical system; the other part is visual field condensation

cell． Meanwhile，the optical system adopts reflector con-

densate half annular field to satisfy the target． The reflec-

tor is composed of 12 refractive pyramids． The three wave

bands adopt the same optical system by turning optical fil-

ter cam before lens，which can change one waveband to an-

other．

Fig． 1 Observation model of ultraviolet annular imager

Since the observation area，waveband and target of ul-

traviolet annular imager are different from the others，its

structure，function and control method have respective

characters． And the image data disposing method can also

do these general functions，such as real － time sampling，

image displaying，data saving; Corresponding image data

processing method in addition to image real － time acquisi-

tion，display，storage and other basic requirements，but also

need to design ruler，and the cross － sectional curve，angle

correction，regional highlight and other a series of auxiliary

functions． Those functions will provide the necessary sup-

port for the ultraviolet annular imager machinery align-

ment，spectral calibration，uniformity correction experi-

ments and so on． In this paper，we adopt acquisition card

on PCI bus receive image data downloaded from ultraviolet

annular imager，and we also use VC + + 6． 0 programming

in high － performance computers for data storage，distrib-

ute，display and aid processing．

1 System theory and composition

Ultraviolet annular imager receives incident light． The

incident light is divided into different bands by a spectro-

scope，and then each band of light converges to the respec-

tive image plane． The photoelectric conversion completed

by the CCD in image plane，and the image data packaged by

the FPGA transmits through the LVDS interface to the im-

age processing system． The image processing system re-

ceived image data by acquisition card，and then sent image

data to high － performance computers through the PCI bus

for data processing and aiding alignment function design

( shown in figure 2) ． Due to design of the ultraviolet annu-

lar imager structural is high precision，difficult，complex

process of alignment，the auxiliary alignment function of the

image data processing system must be able to provide real －

time，high accuracy measurement and calibration functions．

Fig． 2 Makeup of image data processing system
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2 Design of software structure

The image processing software is divided into two

threads ( see figure 3) : The first thread is a data receiving

thread which need a higher priority and will be responsible

for controlling image acquisition card to read data into the

memory buffer． The second thread is a data processing

thread which can be a lower priority and will be responsible

for acquainting the data from the memory buffer，storing

them to the hard disk，unpacking data to packets and dis-

playing images． The second thread identifies the type of

band data packet through the packet header information，

and then distributed them to the processing module for each

band; each band processing module identifies the auxiliary

packet and the image data packet according to the header

information． When the ancillary packet received，the packet

will be real － time analyzed and displayed; When the image

packet received，the packet will be fill to the corresponding

region of the image in accordance with the data protocol．

When a whole frame is filled，the user can determine wheth-

er select auxiliary function，including to draw the hexagonal

standard frame，draw a circle marked frame，draw a 90°cross

calibration line，drawn 60° cross line，draw a cross － sec-

tional curve，lighten local area and so on． After the auxilia-

ry functions have been added，the double － buffered display

technology will be used to display an image，which can a-

void flashing when image updates．

Fig． 3 Process flow of ultraviolet annular imager

3 Implementation of the auxiliary functions

3． 1 Drawing of overlay line and cross － seational curve

In order to ensure absolute symmetry of visual field of

ultraviolet annular imager，six edge of the visual field form

a regular hexagon and the center of visual field coincides

with the center of the square ( Show as figure 4 ) ． There-

fore，the image data processing software will provide meth-

od to calibrate the position of visual field and expediently

analyze homogeneity of each visual field． To do this，the

image data processing software will overlay three cross

lines on the image，when displaying the image in real

time． The three cross lines will intersect at the center of

the square，space apart from each other at an angle of 60°

and can be rotated in accordance with the point of inter-

section． The values of the image points passed through by

the line form cross － sectional curve displayed in real

time． When the position of visual field was calibrated，

each marginal field was adjusted to right position，which

can make three cross line pass the center of visual scene．

Using that function，the alignment accuracy of adjusting

visual field achieved less one pixel． Through the cross －

sectional curve，the homogeneity of the visual field can be

analyzed．

Fig． 4 Cross － sectional curve of ultraviolet annular imager

In standard coordinate system，the coordinate origin is

set to the upper left corner of the image． The X － axis pos-

itive direction is the right level; the Y － axis positive di-
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rection is vertically downwardly; the intersecting point is

( x0，y0 ) ; L stands for the image length and H stands for

height; α stands for the angle between any line and the

horizontal axis; the line equation can be expressed as

y － y0 = tgα × ( x － x0 ) ( 1)

When α∈［0，45］∪［135，180］，the intersection

point of the line and both edges of valid range are ( 0，y0 +

x0 × tgα) and ( L，y0 + ( x0 － L) × tgα) ; when α∈ ( 45，

90) ∪( 90，135) ，the intersection of the line and the edge

of the valid upper and lower range are ( x0 + y0 / tgα，0 )

and ( x0 + ( y0 － H) / tgα，H ) ; when A = 90，the inter-

section of the line and the edge of the valid upper and low-

er range are ( x0，0) and ( x0，H) ． The intersection of each

line and the edge of valid range can be calculated through

each angle between line and the horizontal axis． It is very

convenient that using the“LineTo”function draw cross －

line． When the magnification of image is changed，the e-

quation of edge can be taken into formula ( 1 ) to obtain

the intersection． And then we can draw the cross － line

according to new intersection．

We can obtain the cross － sectional curve according to

the intersection of the line and edge of valid range． First，

two adjacent sides are compared，and the axis of the longer

side is choused ( set X = ［k1，kn］) ． Then，the point co-

ordinates passed by the line is ( ki，y0 + ( x0 － ki ) ×

tanα) ，i = ［k1，kn］． The pixel value can be easily ob-

tained through the coordinate of point． The obtained pixels

are sent to show the cross － sectional curve and the maxi-

mum value of the entire curve is obtained，the minimum，

mean and variance．

3． 2 Local Highlight

To highlight the image characteristics of the edge of

the field，the image data processing software highlight the

edge of the field using the formula ( 2 ) ． The minimum

value of the frame is mapped to 0，and the maximum of the

frame is mapped to 255． The ( monotonic rise) the value

between the minimum value and the maximum value is

nonlinear mapped to 0 － 255．

Y = BYTE 255
double( X － Xmin )
double( Xmax － Xmin

[ ])( )
k

( 2)

When k = 0． 5，the image brighter． Since equation

( 2 ) contain an extraction operation，the highlight display

of the whole picture is too difficult to meet the efficiency

requirements． Therefore，we only real － time highlighted

the valid area，which is the rectangular area on each side

of the highlight ( see figure 5) ．

Fig． 5 Scheme of highlight area

In order to improve efficiency of highlighting local ar-

ea，the method of setting image mask is used to highlight

image． First，the memory space which is as big as the im-

age is created as a mask area． Then，the areas which need

to highlight in mask area are filled with the value 0xff; the

areas which need to non － highlight in mask area are filled

with the value 0x00． That is the mask of the image． When

the image needs to be highlighted，the rule that determine

where to highlight is to analyze the value in mask area．

Only when the user changes the position or size of the

highlighted area，the values in the mask areas need to be

recalculated．

The method of filled mask area adopts the classic pol-

ygon － filling algorithm． In the standard coordinate sys-

tem，the center point coordinates of regular hexagonal is

( x0，y0 ) ． The length between the center point and the top

dot of regular hexagonal is r． The length and width of rec-

tangular region which need to be highlighted are l and w．

The midpoint coordinates of upper right side coordinates is

( x1，y1 ) ． So ( x1，y1 ) can be calculated by these formula．

x1 = x0 + 0． 75 × r ( 3)

y1 = y0 － 0． 433 × r ( 4)

According to the geometric relationship，the midpoint
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coordinates of each side of regular hexagonal can be evalu-

ated in the upper right coordinate of the rectangle of each

side of the midpoint A，B，C，and D，as shown in table 1．

Tab． 1 Middle point coordinates of lift － up

highlight area sides

Point name XY

A X1 + 0． 433 × w Y1 － 0． 25 × w
B X1 － 0． 433 × w Y1 + 0． 25 × w
C X1 － 0． 25 × l Y1 + 0． 433 × l
D X1 + 0． 25 × l Y1 － 0． 433 × l

The each side equation of the upper right rectangle

area can be expressed as Ya = f ( Xa ) ，Yb = g ( Xb ) ，Yc =

h ( Xc ) ，Yd = i ( Xd ) ． Equation of each side was obtained

by each side angle with X － axis and mid － point coordi-

nates of each side． For any point ( xn，yn ) ，when the for-

mula ( 5) － ( 8 ) are true，the point is in the highlighted

area． Otherwise，the point is not in the highlighted area．

Using that method，the mask value of the entire highlighted

region can be obtained( show as figure 6) ．

Yn － f( Xn ) ＜ 0 ( 5)

Yn － g( Xn ) ＞ 0 ( 6)

Yn － h( Xn ) ＜ 0 ( 7)

Yn － i( Xn ) ＞ 0 ( 8)

Fig． 6 Show of highlight areas of images

4 Conclusions

The experimental results of image data processing sys-

tem show in figure 4． Under 22． 5MB /s data stream of full

load conditions，the image data processing system unpacks

the image data of three bands，check the CRC，display the

image，paint the auxiliary line，highlight the local area at

the same time． The processing system stably run in the en-

tire process; human － computer interaction is smooth; no

data packet loss． IF the data flow is over 100MB /s，data

packet will be lost with modern CPU processing speed． So

we must adopt a acquisition card which can directly save

data to hard disk or use two pc; one is used for saving da-

ta，another is used for processing data． But for our imager，

22． 5MB /s is the fast data stream． So we can use that

compact system structure． The calibration experimental re-

sults show that the image data processing method can meet

the entire real － time requirement and successfully com-

plete the mission of detection and alignment． The image

data processing system provides a great convenience for the

detection and alignment of the ultraviolet imaging spec-

trometer and ensure accurate and validated the results of

testing and alignment．
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